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MULLIN HOARD & BROWN, L.L.P. 

David R. Langston, SBN: 11923800 

Brad W. Odell, SBN:  24065839 

P.O. Box 2585 

Lubbock, Texas 79408-2585 

Telephone: (806) 765-7491 

Facsimile: (806) 765-0553 

drl@mhba.com 

bodell@mhba.com 

Former Counsel for Debtors, Reagor-Dykes 

Motors, LP; Reagor-Dykes Imports, LP; 

Reagor-Dykes Amarillo, LP; Reagor-Dykes 

Auto Company, LP; Reagor-Dykes 

Plainview, LP; Reagor-Dykes Floydada, LP 

 

 

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

LUBBOCK DIVISION 

 

IN RE: 

 

REAGOR-DYKES MOTORS, LP 

 

  Debtor. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

 

 

 Case No. 18-50214-rlj11 

IN RE: 

 

REAGOR-DYKES IMPORTS, LP 

 

  Debtor. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

 

 

 Case No. 18-50215-rlj11 

(Jointly Administered Under 

Case No. 18-50214) 

IN RE: 

 

REAGOR-DYKES AMARILLO, LP 

 

  Debtor. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

 

 

 Case No. 18-50216-rlj11 

(Jointly Administered Under 

 Case No. 18-50214) 

IN RE: 

 

REAGOR-DYKES AUTO COMPANY, LP 

 

  Debtor. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

 

 

 Case No. 18-50217-rlj11 

(Jointly Administered Under 

 Case No. 18-50214) 

IN RE: §  
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REAGOR-DYKES PLAINVIEW, LP 

 

  Debtor. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

 

 Case No. 18-50218-rjl11 

(Jointly Administered Under 

             Case No. 18-50214) 

IN RE: 

 

REAGOR-DYKES FLOYDADA, LP 

 

  Debtor. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

 

 

 Case No. 18-50219-rlj11 

(Jointly Administered Under 

             Case No. 18-50214) 

  

SUPPLEMENT TO MOTION TO EMPLOY MULLIN HOARD & BROWN, L.L.P. AND 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT 

 

TO THE HONORABLE ROBERT L. JONES, U.S. Bankruptcy Judge: 

 

NOW COMES Mullin Hoard & Brown, L.L.P. (“MHB”) and files this Supplement to MHB’s 

Motion To Employ MULLIN HOARD & BROWN, L.L.P., Nunc Pro Tunc, as Counsel for the 

Debtors from August 1, 2018 through August 21, 2018 [Dkt. No. 159] (the “Employment Motion”) 

and Brief in Support, and in support of the Employment Motion would respectfully show the Court 

as follows: 

BACKGROUND 

A. Organizational and Financial Structure of the Debtors and Affiliated Entities 

1. The Debtors in these six (6) jointly administered Chapter 11 cases are as follows: 

 Reagor-Dykes Motors, LP, a Texas limited partnership, which operates a 

Ford and Lincoln dealership as well as a used car outlet known as Reagor-

Dykes Auto Mall of Midland, the dealership being located in Lamesa, Texas, 

and the used car outlet being located in Midland, Texas, whose limited 

partners are Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes, and whose general partner is, 

Reagor Auto Mall I, LLC, which has two managing members, Bart Reagor 
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and Rick Dykes;  

 Reagor-Dykes Imports, LP, a Texas limited partnership, which operates a 

Mitsubishi dealership as well as a used car outlet known as Reagor-Dykes of 

South Lubbock, both located in Lubbock, Texas, whose limited partners are 

Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes, and whose general partner is Reagor Auto Mall 

I, LLC, which has two managing members, Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes;  

 Reagor-Dykes Amarillo, LP, a Texas limited partnership, which operates a 

Mitsubishi dealership as well as a used car outlet known as Reagor-Dykes 

Auto Mall of Amarillo, both located in Amarillo, Texas, whose limited 

partners are Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes, and whose general partner is 

Reagor Auto Mall I, LLC, which has two managing members, Bart Reagor 

and Rick Dykes;  

 Reagor-Dykes Auto Company, LP, a Texas limited partnership, which 

operates a Ford and Lincoln dealership, located in Plainview, Texas, whose 

limited partners are Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes, and whose general partner 

is Reagor-Dykes II, LLC, which has two managing members, Bart Reagor 

and Rick Dykes;  

 Reagor-Dykes Floydada, LP, a Texas limited partnership, which operates a 

Chevrolet dealership, located in Floydada, Texas, whose limited partners are 

Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes, and whose general partner is Reagor Auto Mall 

I, LLC, which has two managing members, Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes; and 

 Reagor-Dykes Plainview, LP, a Texas limited partnership, which operates a 
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Toyota dealership, located in Plainview, Texas, whose limited partners are 

Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes, and whose general partner is Reagor-Dykes III, 

LLC, which has two managing members, Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes. 

2. There are two other entities which, along with the six Debtors referenced above, 

operate used car outlets or automobile dealerships. They are as follows: 

 Reagor Auto Mall, Ltd. (“RAM”), a Texas limited partnership, which 

operates used car outlets located in Lubbock, Levelland, and Dallas, Texas, 

whose limited partners are Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes, and whose general 

partner is Reagor Auto Mall I, LLC, which has two managing members, Bart 

Reagor and Rick Dykes; and  

 Reagor-Dykes Snyder, LP (“RD/Snyder”), a Texas limited partnership, which 

operates a General Motors dealership, located in Snyder, Texas, whose 

limited partners are Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes, and whose general partner 

is Reagor Auto Mall I, LLC, which has two managing members, Bart Reagor 

and Rick Dykes. 

3. There are seven additional affiliated entities consisting of the following: 

 R&D Acquisitions, LLC,  

 RD Executive Travel, LLC,  

 RD7 Investments, LLC,  

 Reagor-Dykes  Dallas, LP,  

 Reagor-Dykes Austin, LP,  

 RDM7, LLC, and  
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 Tex-Fi Capital, LLC. 

4. All of these entities operated out of the RDAG headquarters located at 1215 Avenue J 

in Lubbock, Texas. For identification purposes the six Debtors are referred to herein as RDAG, while 

RAM and  RD/Snyder, and the other seven related entities are identified separately.  

5. Ford Motor Credit Company LLC (“FMCC”) provided floor plan or inventory 

financing for the six Debtors at RDAG’s various dealership locations whereby it financed the 

inventory of cars and trucks for resale to consumers. The estimated balance owing FMCC on its 

floor-plan financing on the Petition Date was $118 million. As security for the repayment of the 

indebtedness which the Debtors owed to FMCC, the Debtors granted to FMCC a security interest in 

the Debtors’ inventory of vehicles as well as all parts, furniture, fixtures, equipment and general 

intangibles, including the franchise value of the dealerships, and the proceeds from the sale of such 

assets. The debts the Debtors owed to FMCC were also personally guaranteed by Bart Reagor and 

Rick Dykes. 

6. FirstCapital Bank of Texas (“FCB”) provided the primary floorplan financing and 

operating loans for RAM. In addition to its lending relationship with RAM, FCB also provided 

certain financing for Reagor-Dykes Amarillo, LP, and with Reagor-Dykes, Floydada, LP,. FCB also 

provided financing for certain of the other related entities owned by Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes not 

associated with RDAG as well as depository accounts with RAM, the other related entities, the 

various other enterprises as well as the individuals and their spouses. The indebtedness owed by the 

Debtors, RAM, and the other related entities, including the individuals, Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes, 

 to FCB was secured by security interests in essentially all of the personal property assets of the 

companies, was cross-collateralized, and personally guaranteed by Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes, and 
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each company and individual pledged funds in their depository accounts, certificates of deposits, and 

other liquid assets toward the repayment of the FCB notes. All of the primary operating and pay roll 

accounts of RDAG, RAM, and the other related entities, as well as certain of the depository accounts 

of the individuals, Rick Dykes and Bart Reagor, including the depository accounts of some of their 

non-related enterprises, were all located at FCB. 

7. AmeriCredit Financial Services, Inc. d/b/a GM Financial (“GM Financial”) provided 

the floorplan financing for RD/Snyder and was secured by RD/Snyder’s inventory of vehicles, all 

parts, furniture, fixtures, general intangibles, including the value of the franchise as well as 

essentially all other personal property assets of RD/Snyder. The repayment of RD/Snyder’s 

indebtedness to GM Financial is also personally guaranteed by Bart Reagor, Rick Dykes, and RAM. 

8. In addition to the lending and banking relationship that the Debtors, RAM, and 

RD/Snyder had with FMCC, FCB and GM Financial, certain of the Debtors’, RAM’s, and 

RD/Snyder’s dealerships and used car outlets, as well as certain of the other affiliated entities, had 

lending arrangements and depository accounts with other financial institutions including Aim Bank, 

FirstBank & Trust, International Bank of Commerce, First United Bank, Lubbock National Bank, 

Peoples Bank, Lamesa National Bank, Liberty Capital Bank, BB&T, Snyder, Texas, First National 

Bank, Floydada, Texas, and Vista Bank. 

9. The Chief Financial Officer for RDAG, RAM, RD/Snyder and the other related 

entities was Shane Smith. Mr. Smith was responsible for essentially all of the financial affairs of the 

RDAG, RAM, RD/Snyder, and the other related entities prior to the filing of the bankruptcy petitions 

by the six Debtors. 
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B. Events Leading to Bankruptcy Filing 

10.  FMCC conducted its regular quarterly audit of the Debtors in late June of 2018.  

While Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes were initially informed by FMCC officials that the Debtors had a 

commendably low percentage of vehicles in violation, a subsequent inspection of the audit report by 

FMCC personnel along with a computer analysis revealed significant discrepancies. As a result, 

FMCC performed a surprise audit of the Debtors on July 26 and 27, 2018.  Late in the day on July 

27
th

, the Dallas Regional Manager for FMCC met with Shane Smith and informed him that the July 

audit revealed that the Debtors were more than $40 million out of trust for vehicles the Debtors had 

floor planned with FMCC, and demanded that Mr. Smith initiate electronic fund transfers on all of 

the depository accounts of the Debtors to repay FMCC the deficiency. When Mr. Smith was unable 

to verify that the Debtors had access to sufficient funds to pay in full the large collateral deficiency, 

FMCC placed its personnel at each of the Debtors’ dealerships, directed them to take possession of 

vehicle keys, MSOs, and titles, and notified all indirect lenders that all proceeds from contracts in 

transit should be submitted to FMCC instead of to the Debtors.  

11. FMCC personnel began implementing these collection and collateral control 

procedures by Saturday, July 28
th

. On that same evening FMCC held a telephone conference with 

Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes to inform them that in order for FMCC to reopen the floor plan 

financing and allow the Debtors to continue to operate FMCC expected them to personally pay the 

deficiency within two business days.  

12. Facing these demands from FMCC, on Sunday, July 29, 2018, Rick Dykes contacted 

David R. Langston with MHB and asked for a meeting to discuss the current financial situation of 

RDAG, and seek counsel about the legal options available to seek bankruptcy relief. A brief one-
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hour meeting took place that evening during which Mr. Langston was briefed on the situation with 

the FMCC audit and the ongoing negotiations being conducted with FMCC. A discussion was held 

about the actions necessary to seek bankruptcy relief for the RDAG entities. 

13.  Several phone calls were exchanged between Mr. Langston and Mr. Dykes on July 

30
th

 concerning the progress of the negotiations with FMCC being handled by other counsel, but no 

meetings took place between RDAG officials and MHB until July 31, 2018. During the afternoon of 

July 31
st
, Mr. Langston worked with RDAG and its principals to understand and analyze its financial 

condition while its other counsel continued negotiations with FMCC in an effort to work out an 

agreement where RDAG could continue to operate and allow the deficiency to be paid out over a 

period of months. MHB prepared resolutions authorizing the employment of bankruptcy counsel, the 

preparation of bankruptcy petitions, and allowing the managers of the general partners to take the 

necessary steps to place the RDAG entities in bankruptcy and conduct the reorganizations if 

negotiations with FMCC failed. 

14. Late in the afternoon of July 31
st
 it became apparent that reaching an agreement with 

FMCC was unlikely and that its attorneys were preparing a lawsuit seeking extraordinary relief to 

repossess its collateral. Since all sources of revenue for the six Debtors were already under the 

control of FMCC personnel, it was important to find other sources of funds to make payroll and 

continue operations. In conversations with RDAG accounting personnel, there appeared to be 

sufficient funds available in the RAM accounts at FCB to fund a portion of the requirements. 

However, RAM had millions of dollars of debt with FCB, and it had the right and the power to 

freeze or offset the accounts once news of the bankruptcy for the Debtors was known. As a 

consequence, the president of FCB was contacted to explain the situation with FMCC and seek to 
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reach an arrangement with the bank to withhold exercising its collection remedies and allow RAM 

access to the funds. A meeting was held with FCB and its general counsel late that night and terms 

and conditions of such an agreement were discussed, but the meeting ended with the understanding 

that the group would meet again early Wednesday.  

15. Following the meeting with FCB officials, MHB received an email that FMCC had 

just filed its Original Complaint and Application for Writ of Sequestration (the “Complaint”) in the 

U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas, Lubbock Division. The Complaint named the 

Debtors, the Debtors’ general partners, and Mr. Reagor and Mr. Dykes. 

16. The next morning a meeting and conference call was held at FCB between the RAM 

principals, Mr. Langston, and FCB officials and their outside counsel.  During that meeting, the 

RAM representatives learned that FCB rejected the RAM proposals of the night before, determined 

to discontinue all floor plan financing for RAM, and froze or setoff all RAM bank accounts, all 

personal bank accounts of Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes at the bank as well as all credit arrangements 

and depository accounts of their related entities. While FCB officials indicated the bank’s 

willingness to release funds conditioned upon the pledge of additional assets, until those formal 

agreements could be drawn and executed no funds in the bank would be made available. 

17. After learning of the decisions of FCB, and in light of the filing of the Complaint by 

FMCC, Rick Dykes and Bart Reagor decided to put the Debtors into chapter 11 bankruptcy. No 

formal engagement agreement was executed between the Debtors and MHB, nor was any retainer 

paid since no funds were available at the time. Furthermore, because RAM and RD/Snyder did not 

have their floor financing with FMCC and these entities were not named in the Complaint, Mr. 

Dykes and Mr. Reagor determined not to file bankruptcy petitions for RAM and RD/Snyder, and to 
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instead endeavor to work separate agreements with the banks which financed RAM and with GM 

Financial which financed RD/Snyder to continue operations. Nonetheless, MHB continued to 

represent them to deal with the issues RAM and RD/Snyder were experiencing due to the filing of 

the Complaint, the decisions and actions of FCB, and the filing of the bankruptcy cases for the 

Debtors. 

18. Prior to and following the filing of the bankruptcy petitions for the Debtors, several 

meetings and conference calls were held with Rick Dykes and Bart Reagor, as well as members of 

their families, to explain the implications of the filing of the bankruptcies, their need to seek and 

engage separate counsel, and the manner in which the cases would likely proceed and be 

administered. The urgency of separate representation for each of them and the other entities included 

as defendants in the lawsuit filed by FMCC in the U.S. District Court was explained in light of the 

issuance by Judge Cummings of an Order to Show Cause requiring the non-debtor entities and the 

principals to file pleadings about FMCC’s request for a hearing relating to its application for a writ 

of sequestration. Subsequent to these meetings, separate counsel for Bart Reagor, Rick Dykes, and 

the non-debtor, defendant entities were engaged and have made appearances in the U.S. District 

Court lawsuit as well as these bankruptcy cases. 

C.  Terms of Engagement of MHB and Payment of Retainer 

19. Prior to the filing of the chapter 11 petitions, MHB prepared at the direction of the 

Debtors resolutions authorizing the Debtors to hire MHB as counsel for the Debtors and to file 

voluntary petitions under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. MHB discussed with the Debtors’ 

principals that a retainer of $500,000 would be required to represent the Debtors in the bankruptcy 

cases as well as RAM and RD/Snyder in their negotiations with their lenders and all matters 
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connected with their separate financial issues. However, due to the Debtors’ financial circumstances 

with FMCC and the problems RAM and RD/Snyder had with their various banking institutions, 

neither the Debtors, RAM or RD/Snyder, nor the principals, had funds available to pay the retainer 

prior to the Petition Date. Nonetheless, Bart Reagor and Rick Dykes agreed to each pay $250,000 to 

cover the retainer. Unfortunately, on account of the financial problems RDAG was experiencing at 

the time and the concern several lenders and banking institutions had as to the possible fall out of the 

bankruptcy and FMCC’s lawsuit, Mr. Reagor and Mr. Dykes were not able to access funds held in 

their personal accounts until after the Petition Date. 

20. On August 8, 2018, Mr. Dykes provided MHB with a cashier’s check in the amount 

of $250,000 from his personal funds to cover his half of the retainer for the Debtors. MHB deposited 

that check on August 9, 2018 in MHB’s IOLTA account. On August 10, 2018, Mr. Reagor provided 

MHB with a personal check in the amount of $250,000 from his personal funds to cover his half of 

the retainer for the Debtors. MHB deposited that check on August 13, 2018 in MHB’s IOLTA 

account. The $500,000 retainer from the personal funds of Mr. Reagor and Mr. Dykes remains in 

MHB’s IOLTA account until further order of this Court regarding MHB’s employment, payment of 

its fees and expenses, and refund of the retainer. 

21. On August 10, 2018, RAM’s floor plan lender set off RAM’s operating account and 

applied the funds against the indebtedness owed by RAM. This action caused RAM to experience 

further financial difficulty. Likewise, RD/Snyder had been in discussions with its floor plan lender 

regarding its ability to continue to draw on the floor plan line, sell current floored inventory, and 

floor vehicles taken in as trades. On account of these issues facing RAM and RD/Snyder, RAM and 

RD/Snyder further engaged MHB to file on their behalf petitions under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy 
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Code. On August 10, 2018, RAM and RD/Snyder executed an engagement letter retaining MHB (the 

“RAM and RD/Snyder Engagement Letter”). The RAM and RD/Snyder engagement letter provided 

that MHB would look to the retainer previously paid under the Debtors’ Engagement Letter for 

payment of approved fees and expenses in the RAM and RD Snyder bankruptcy cases. Despite 

entering into this engagement, RAM and RD/Snyder determined it would not move forward with 

filing bankruptcy at that time. 

D. Supplemental Disclosures 

22. In MHB’s Employment Motion, MHB disclosed its connections with the Debtors, 

other creditors, the Office of the United States Trustee, and other parties in interest. MHB 

supplements those disclosures with the following additional disclosures: 

a. The time and billing system of MHB reflects 3 files opened either in the name of 

Rick Dykes or Rick and Shelly Dykes. The earliest file being a file opened on 

7/14/2008 which remains open, AND ON THE Petition Date had $70.00 owing.  The 

second file having been opened on 9/10/2008 and closed on 12/13/2011, and the third 

having been opened on 4/15/2009 and closed on 6/16/2009; 

b. Members of MHB have represented other entities in which Rick Dykes has an 

ownership interest. The exact names of the entities and the nature of the matters 

involving the legal representation is subject to the attorney/client and/or work product 

privilege, however on all such files there was less than $500.00 owing on the Petition 

Date; 

c. The time and billing system of MHB reflects no files opened in the name of Bart 

Reagor; and 

d. There is one file which was opened in the name of Reagor-Dykes Auto Group on 

1/08/18. All legal services on this matter took place in January of 2018 and billed by 

MHB in the normal course of its billing practices in February of 2018. The invoice 

was paid on 2/23/18, and the file was closed. 
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RELIEF REQUESTED 

23. As set forth in the Employment Motion and pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 327, MULLIN 

HOARD & BROWN, L.L.P. seeks an order from the Court authorizing the employment of the law 

firm of MULLIN HOARD & BROWN, L.L.P., P.O. Box 2585, Lubbock, Texas 79408-2585, as 

bankruptcy counsel for the Debtors in this bankruptcy proceeding for the time period of July 29, 

2018 through 12:00 p.m. prevailing central time on August 21, 2018, with the right to seek such 

compensation and reimbursement of expenses as is just for the time period. Such law firm is a firm 

of attorneys duly admitted to practice in this Court, selected by the Debtors because of its experience 

in bankruptcy and reorganization matters. 

ARGUMENTS AND AUTHORITIES 

Section 327 of the Bankruptcy Code provides that a “[debtor-in-possession], with the court’s 

approval, may employ one or more attorneys, … that do not hold or represent an interest adverse to 

the estate, and that are disinterested, to represent or assist the [debtor-in-possession] in carrying out 

[its] duties under this title.”  11 U.S.C. § 327(a). The Bankruptcy Code specifically defines 

disinterested as “a person that (A) is not a creditor, an equity security holder, or an insider; (B) is not 

and was not, within 2 years before the date of the filing of the petition, a director, officer, or 

employee of the debtor; and (C) does not have an interest materially adverse to the interest of the 

estate or any class of creditors or equity security holders, by reason of any direct or indirect 

relationship to, connection with, or interest in, the debtor, or for any other reason.”11 U.S.C. 

§ 101(14); Waldron v. Adams & Reese, L.L.P. (In re Amer. Int’l Refinery, Inc.), 676 F.3d 455, 461 

(5th Cir. 2012).  
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The Bankruptcy Code does not define “adverse interest,” but the Fifth Circuit has held that 

“[a] party has an ‘adverse interest’ to the estate if they: ‘(1) [] possess or assert any economic interest 

that would tend to lessen the value of the bankruptcy estate or that would create either an actual or 

potential dispute in which the estate is a rival claimant; or (2) [] possess a predisposition under 

circumstances that render such a bias against the estate.” Amer. Int’l Refinery, 676 F.3d at 461 

(citations omitted). 

Determination of whether a professional holds or represents an interest adverse to the estate 

is made on a case-by-case analysis paying particular attention to the specific facts of each case. Id. at 

461-62; I.G. Petroleum, L.L.C. v. Fenasci (In re West Delta Oil Co., Inc.), 432 F.3d 347, 356 (5th 

Cir. 2005). As it pertains to the payment of retainers by third parties, the Fifth Circuit has held that a 

per se disqualification of the professional goes against the case-by-case analysis established in West 

Delta Oil Company. See Amer. Int’l Refinery, 676 F.3d at 462. Instead, the Fifth Circuit utilizes the 

totality of the circumstances approach when deciding whether third-party payment of a retainer 

creates a disqualifying interest for the professional. Id. This totality of the circumstances approach 

does not follow any particular test, but instead focuses on all of the circumstances of the 

representation to determine whether the professional holds or represents an interest adverse to the 

estate, disqualifying the professional from employment. Id. at 462 n.9 (“Some of the cases applying 

the totality approach set forth specific multi-factor tests to be used when judging if the retainer 

payment rises to the level of a disqualifying interest. See, e.g., [In re] Kelton [Motors, Inc.], 109 

B.R. [641], 658 [(Bankr. D. Vt. 1989)] (stating multi-factor test); [In re] Missouri Mining[, Inc.], 

186 B.R. [946], 949 [(Bankr. W.D. Mo. 1995)] (same) (citing In re Olson, 36 B.R. 74, 76 (D. Neb. 

1983)). We decline to adopt a particular test, and instead, more generally instruct, consistent with 
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West Delta Oil, that all of the circumstances of the representation must be considered.”) 

A. West Delta Oil Co., Inc. 

West Delta Oil Company was owned by James Ingersoll, Jr., DKCCB Trust, and Donald 

Muller. West Delta, 432 F.3d at 349. In fighting existed between Muller and Ingersoll to the point 

that Muller, with a proxy vote from DKCCB Trust, voted Ingersoll out of office. Id. Muller put West 

Delta into bankruptcy with the help of Ronald J. Hof, Esq. Id. Ingersoll contested the bankruptcy 

filing and filed a motion to dismiss the bankruptcy petition. Id. West Delta hired Michael Fenasci, 

Esq. and Perrin Butler, Esq. as special counsel to handle the motion to dismiss and the other issues 

pertaining to Ingersoll. Id. Fenasci and Butler successfully persuaded the bankruptcy court to deny 

Ingersoll’s motion to dismiss. Id. 

During West Delta’s bankruptcy case, West Delta proposed a liquidating plan to sell its assets 

to another company wholly owned by Donald Muller. 432 F.3d at 349. Another potential buyer 

sought to acquire the assets of West Delta. Id. In attempts to get the other potential buyer to back 

down, Fenasci, as counsel for West Delta, sent a letter to the potential buyer threatening potential 

lawsuits and sanctions for pleadings filed in the West Delta case. Id. Butler also sent threatening 

letters to Texaco and Conoco regarding their perceived involvement in the take over efforts of West 

Delta. Id. The Bankruptcy court later expanded the role of Fenasci in the West Delta bankruptcy case 

to handle issues regarding the attempted take over efforts against West Delta. Id. at 349-50. 

Eventually, Crescent Oil, owned by Muller, and I.G. Petroleum filed competing plans of liquidation 

setting forth each company’s proposed take over of the assets of West Delta. Id. 

As part of Crescent Oil’s plan, Crescent Oil acquired a line of credit at a bank which was 

secured by certificates of deposit pledged by an undisclosed investor. 432 F.3d at 350. It was later 
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disclosed that the undisclosed investor was Burrwood Oil and that both Butler and Fenasci were two 

investors involved with Burrwood Oil. Id. at 350-52. After discovery occurred regarding Crescent 

Oil’s plan and the investor group backing Crescent Oil, West Delta determined to withdraw its plan 

and support the plan of I.G. Petroleum, which was ultimately confirmed. Id. at 352. 

After confirmation of the plan, both Butler and Fenasci filed fee applications seeking 

payment of its fees for its involvement in the case. 432 F.3d at 351. Additional discovery took place 

and eventually, the bankruptcy court awarded both Butler and Fenasci its fees arising prior to March 

30, 2000. Id. at 352. Fees after March 30, 2000 were denied by the bankruptcy court because both 

Butler and Fenasci failed to disclose pre-petition claims they held against West Delta. Id. I.G. 

Petroleum appealed the award, and the District Court eventually remanded the matter back to the 

bankruptcy court for further determination on the timeliness of the fee application, and Butler’s and 

Fenasci’s participation in Burrwood Oil as a possible “adverse interest” to West Delta. Id. at 353. 

On remand, the bankruptcy court found that the applications were timely based on excusable 

neglect, and that Butler’s and Fenasci’s involvement with Burrwood Oil did not violate § 327(e) and 

the narrow scope for which the two attorneys were hired by the estate. 432 F.3d at 353-54. On its 

second appeal to the district court, the district court affirmed the bankruptcy court’s findings 

regarding Butler’s and Fenasci’s involvement with Burrwood Oil. Id. 

On appeal to the Fifth Circuit, the West Oil court established the totality of the circumstances 

test to determine whether a professional holds or represents an interest adverse to the estate. 432 F.3d 

at 356. The West Oil court held that “[a] lawyer who simultaneously represents a debtor in a 

bankruptcy proceeding and seeks to aquire a financial interest in the debtor faces myriad quandaries, 

particularly in the liquidation context.” Id. The Fifth Circuit goes on to hold that in this type of 
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situation, the professional holds or represents an interest adverse to the estate because the 

professional has a duty to increase the price for the estate (seller), but has the incentive to decrease 

the price for the buyer (the professional).  Id. These contrary positions will be to the detriment of the 

estate, its creditors, and other parties in interest. Id. The Fifth Circuit went on to hold that looking to 

the totality of the circumstances and despite the initial limited scope of Butler’s and Fenasci’s 

representation, they still held or represented an interest adverse to the estate and denied Butler’s and 

Fenasci’s fees. Id. at 356-58. 

B. American International Refinery, Inc. 

The Fifth Circuit in American Int’l Refinery expanded upon the West Delta totality of the 

circumstances test when it was faced with several disclosure issues, one of which was the fact that 

Adams & Reese, L.L.P., debtors’ counsel, received the payment of its retainer from GCA Strategic 

Investment Fund Limited (“GCA”), one of the debtors’ largest creditors. 676 F.3d at 460. This case 

arises from litigation between the liquidating trustee under the plan and Adams & Reese, L.L.P., 

debtors’ counsel in the bankruptcy cases. Id. at 458. 

The liquidating trustee filed suit against Adams & Reese for the disgorgement of all of its 

attorneys’ fees arguing that Adams & Reese was not disinterested. Id. at 458-59. In particular, the 

liquidating trustee argues that Adams & Reese was not disinterested because it received its retainer 

from GCA, a creditor of the debtors; Adams & Reese had a relationship with GCA; and Adams & 

Reese advised one of the debtors on how to characterize payments made to officers and directors 

prior to the bankruptcy filing. Id. at 461. 

As it pertains to the retainer issue, the liquidating trustee argued that Adams & Reese felt 

loyal to GCA on account of the fact that it paid the retainer. 676 F.3d at 463. The liquidating trustee 
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pointed to the fact that Adams & Reese negotiated a pre-petition lock up agreement with GCA; 

Adams & Reese negotiated possible bankruptcy plans treating GCA claims in a favorable manner; 

Adams & Reese decided not to litigate GCA’s secured claim against the debtors; and Adams & 

Reese drafted a motion for relief from stay on behalf of GCA during the bankruptcy case. Id. at 463-

64. The Fifth Circuit’s disagreed with the Trustee’s arguments, and applying the totality of the 

circumstances test, the Fifth Circuit held that GCA’s payment of the retainer did not create an 

adverse interest or show that Adams & Reese was not disinterested. Id. at 464. “[T]here is no 

evidence that [Adams & Reese] took action contrary to the interests of the estate or gave legal advice 

that was colored by loyalty to a third party.” Id. 

The liquidating trustee also raised the issue that Adams & Reese failed to properly disclose 

its connections with GCA and the source of its retainer as required by the bankruptcy code and rules. 

676 F.3d at 465. The bankruptcy court sanctioned Adams & Reese $135,000 for its disclosure issues, 

but the liquidating trustee sought full disgorgement. Id. The liquidating trustee argued that Adams & 

Reese had three opportunities to disclose the source of its retainer from GCA, but failed to do so 

each time, finally disclosing it some two years after the bankruptcy cases commenced and the 

liquidating trustee brought its suit against Adams & Reese. Id. at 460. 

While counsel who fail to disclose timely and completely connections in the bankruptcy cases 

may be denied employment, compensation, or both, the Fifth Circuit held that “[i]n determining the 

appropriate sanction, an important consideration is whether the failure was intentional.” 676 F.3d at 

465-66. After analyzing the disclosure failures of Adams & Reese, which included failing to disclose 

the source of its retainer for more than two years after the bankruptcy filing, the Fifth Circuit held 

that the failures were unintentional and the result of negligence. Id. at 466. The Fifth Circuit affirmed 
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the sanction imposed for such failure by the bankruptcy court, but denied imposing the greater 

sanction sought by the liquidating trustee. Id. 

C. Cases Cited by FMCC in its Objection 

While the Fifth Circuit in American Int’l Refinery specifically states that it is not adopting 

any particular multi-factor test to determine the totality of the circumstances when it comes to 

determining if an adverse interest exists, Amer. Int’l Refinery, 676 F.3d at 462 n.9,
1
 FMCC cites two 

bankruptcy court opinions from Vermont and Missouri, In re Kelton Motors, Inc. and In re Missouri 

Mining, Inc., respectively, and seeks for this Court to analyze whether MHB holds or represents an 

interest adverse to the estate based on the following multi-factor test when the debtors’ attorney’s 

retainer is paid by an insider: 

- Was the arrangement fully disclosed to the debtor/client and the third party payor-

insider; 

- Did the debtor give express consent to the arrangement; 

- Did the third party payor-insider retain independent legal counsel and understand that 

debtors’ attorney’s undivided loyalty lies with  the debtors; 

- Did the factual and legal relationships between the third party payor-insider, the 

debtors, their respective counsel, and their contractual arrangements get disclosed to 

the court at the outset of the debtors’ bankruptcy case; and 

- Is the court satisfied that the payment of the retainer by the third party payor-insider 

does not create for the attorney-applicant non-disinterestedness, an actual conflict, or 

impermissible potential for a conflict of interest. 

See Kelton Motors, 109 B.R. at 658. 

 In Kelton Motors, the debtor’s attorney’s retainer was paid by the debtor’s principal and his 

wife. Kelton Motors, 109 B.R. at 642. Debtor’s attorney disclosed this fact more than one year after 

                                                           
1
 In fact, the Fifth Circuit in its footnote specifically cites to two of the cases relied upon by FMCC when it holds that 

it will not be adopting any multi-factor test. 
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the debtor  consented to the  bankruptcy filing and the attorney’s application to employ was on file. 

Id. The Kelton court first found that the payment of the retainer by an insider, without more, does not 

constitute a per se disqualification of the attorney. Id. at 657. Instead, the Kelton court instituted the 

above referenced factors and found that the payment of the retainer by the insider did not constitute 

an adverse because the debtor’s attorney informed the debtor and the insider the attorney represented 

the debtor only, and the insider retained his own counsel. Id. at 658. 

Similarly, the Missouri Mining court was faced with the issue of whether the payment of a 

retainer by an insider constitutes a per se disqualification of the attorney. In re Missouri Mining, Inc., 

186 B.R. 946, 950 (Bankr. W.D. Mo. 1995).  It likewise found that the payment of the retainer by the 

debtor’s insider was not a per se disqualification of the attorney. Id. Applying similar, but slightly 

different factors, the Missouri Mining court found that the payment of the retainer by the insider did 

not create an actual conflict of interest or an interest adverse to the estate. Id. 

As such, in both cases cited in FMCC’s objection to MHB’s Employment Motion, none of 

these cases found that the debtor’s attorney was disqualified for representing or holding an interest 

adverse to the estate on account of the fact that insiders paid the retainer of debtor’s counsel. See 

Kelton Motors, 109 B.R. at 658; Missouri Mining, 186 B.R. at 950. 

D. MHB Does Not Hold or Represent an Interest Adverse to the Estate 

Based on the totality of the circumstances test pronounced by the Fifth Circuit, MHB does 

not hold or represent an interest adverse to the estate. The Debtors found themselves in significant 

financial disarray after FMCC performed its audit at the end of July 2018. FMCC had placed 

personnel at each of the dealerships, taken possession of vehicle keys, MSOs, and titles, informed 

indirect lenders to send all payments under contracts in transit to FMCC, and demanded the Debtors 
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to pay more than $40 million to FMCC on or about July 27, 2018. 

When the Debtors could not meet FMCC’s demands, the Debtors attempted to negotiate with 

FMCC to resolve the asserted sold out of trust issues. Once negotiations failed and FMCC filed its 

Original Complaint for Writ of Sequestration against the Debtors, their general partners, and Mr. 

Dykes and Mr. Reagor, the Debtors determined to seek protection under the Bankruptcy Code and 

filed voluntary petitions under chapter 11 commencing the above styled cases. 

The commencement of the bankruptcy cases started a whirlwind of events for the Debtors, 

RAM, R/D Snyder, and the Debtors’ principals, Mr. Dykes and Mr. Reagor. These events included 

negotiating with FMCC for the use of cash collateral and payment of employee wages, negotiating 

with its other lenders and depository institutions to open up lending and to get information related to 

depository accounts that were frozen or set off by the banks. Needless to say, at the commencement 

of the bankruptcy cases, the Debtors, RAM, R/D Snyder, Mr. Dykes, and Mr. Reagor, had 

difficulties accessing cash. 

Nonetheless, MHB explained to the Debtors and its principals the duties of the Debtors in the 

bankruptcy cases, the fact that MHB represented the Debtors and not the principals, the need for the 

Debtors’ principals to acquire independent counsel for themselves in the bankruptcy cases as well as 

the district court lawsuit commenced by FMCC, and the terms of MHB’s engagement and the 

requirement of a $500,000 retainer. Because there were no available  sources of cash for the Debtors, 

Mr. Dykes and Mr. Reagor each paid $250,000 to MHB, which MHB placed into its trust account. 

After initial meetings and negotiations around the first days of the bankruptcy cases, MHB 

continued to negotiate on behalf of the Debtors use of cash collateral, opportunities for potentially 

acquiring debtor-in-possession financing, opportunities for potentially selling the Debtors’ assets, 
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and addressed demands and inquiries from FMCC, Deloitte which had been hired by FMCC to audit 

the Debtors, the Debtors’ other creditors, customers, and parties-in-interest. During the first three 

weeks of these bankruptcy cases and up until MHB was relieved of its duties for the Debtors, activity 

surrounding the Debtors, RAM, and R/D Snyder was constant and continuous. 

By the time that Mr. Dykes and Mr. Reagor paid to MHB the retainer amounts, both Mr. 

Dykes and Mr. Reagor had retained separate counsel, Mr. Tom Kirkendall and Mr. Louis Phillips, 

respectively. Both of these attorneys have made appearances in these bankruptcy cases and have had 

discussions with FMCC’s counsel. Mr. Dykes paid his portion of the retainer on August 8, 2018, and 

Mr. Reagor paid his portion of the retainer on August 10, 2018. 

In the midst of representing the Debtors at multiple hearings, depositions, and meetings with 

FMCC, creditors, and other parties in interest, MHB did not file its Employment Motion or a Rule 

2016 Disclosure of Attorney Compensation with the Bankruptcy Court until August 24, 2018, which 

was after MHB had been relieved of its duties on August 21
st
.  

When representing debtors in chapter 11 or chapter 12 cases, MHB does not immediately file 

an Employment Motion upon the filing of the case because the bankruptcy rules do not allow for an 

order to be entered on employment issues, unless irreparable harm is shown, within twenty-one days 

of the bankruptcy filing. Further, the Northern District has a local rule providing that an application 

to employ within the first thirty days of the case constitutes a contemporaneous filing and is given 

nunc pro tunc treatment by the Court. L.B.R. 2014-1(b). 

Furthermore, the computer program which MHB employs for the preparation of the 

bankruptcy schedules and statement of financial affairs contains the Rule 2016 disclosure as part of 

the forms completed by the input of data into the program. It is MHB’s usual and customary practice 
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in cases where it represents debtors in either chapter 11 or chapter 12 reorganization cases to file the 

schedules and statement of financial affairs, along with the Rule 2016 disclosure, at the same time 

that the petition initiating the case is filed. And, then, in those extraordinary cases where the petition 

is filed on an emergency basis to always meet the 14-day deadline imposed by Federal Rule of 

Bankruptcy Procedure 1007-I (c) for the filing of these lists, schedules, statements and disclosures, 

and, by such practice, not to be forced into a situation where it becomes necessary to file a motion for 

an extension of the deadlines.  

In this instance, however, due to the sheer volume of the information that needed to be 

gathered, organized, and then processed into the bankruptcy software package, it became apparent 

that the normal bankruptcy deadlines could not be met.  Several telephone conferences were held 

with the Office of the U.S. Trustee about extending the deadlines for the filing of the schedules and 

statements of financial affairs and gathering the information required to be delivered to the U.S. 

Trustee prior to the initial debtor interviews. It was important to coordinate with the Office of the 

U.S. Trustee with regard to the timing of the meeting of creditors and getting the notices out in order 

to ensure the schedules and other information would be available prior to the meetings. Once 

agreements for dates were reached with the U.S. Trustee then appropriate motions were filed and 

noticed to creditors to extend the deadlines.  Unfortunately, while the motion included language for 

an extension of the deadlines with respect to the schedules of assets and liabilities and the statement 

of financial affairs for each case, there was no mention in the motion of a request for an extension of 

the deadline for the disclosure required by Federal Rule of Bankruptcy Procedure 2016(b).  This was 

an oversight.  
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MHB’s failure to file the Rule 2016 Disclosure was unintentional and due to excusable 

neglect in that MHB’s attorneys and staff were focused on efforts related to the continued operations 

and viability of the Debtors, RAM, and R/D Snyder, while at the same time meeting the 

requirements related to the proper administration of the cases. The attorneys and staff of MHB 

thought they had covered all administrative deadlines by timely moving for the extension, but simply 

failed to include any language about extending the deadline for disclosure of compensation paid or 

promised to the attorneys for the debtors as specified by Rule 2016(b). MHB’s unintentional failure 

to file the Rule 2016(b) disclosure does not warrant the santion sought by FMCC. See American int’l 

Refinery, 676 F.3d of 466.  MHB filed it within the first month of the case; neither FMCC nor any 

other creditor can point to prejudice by the short delay.  

Based on these facts, the testimony that will be given at the hearing on MHB’s Employment 

Motion, and the totality of the circumstances, MHB does not hold or represent an interest adverse to 

the estate solely on account of the fact that Mr. Dykes and Mr. Reagor paid the retainer. There is no 

evidence that MHB proceeded in any manner to or for the benefit of Mr. Dykes, Mr. Reagor, or both. 

MHB took those actions necessary to preserve the estate and to keep to the Debtors’ operations going 

as much as possible. MHB worked with FMCC to get it information requested by FMCC officials 

and Deloitte; worked with other creditors on gathering information pertaining to the Debtors, RAM, 

and R/D Snyder; worked to develop solutions to the issues facing the Debtors, RAM, and R/D 

Snyder; and properly instructed Mr. Dykes and Mr. Reagor to get counsel of their own to protect 

their interests in these matters, which they did.  

FMCC does not point to or allege that MHB has placed the interests of Mr. Dykes or Mr. 

Reagor above that of the Debtors, their estates, and their creditors. There have not been any 
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allegations regarding misdoings by MHB even remotely close to those done by counsel for the 

debtors in West Delta or American Int’l Refinery, nor can they. Based on West Delta and American 

Int’l Refinery, MHB proves that it does not represent an interest adverse to the estate based on the 

totality of the circumstances. Likewise, MHB proves that its failure to disclose its compensation 

some ten (10) days after the deadline to file under Rule 2016(b) in these bankruptcy cases was 

unintentional and due to the speed in which these cases were moving. This failure to disclose ten 

(10) days late did not prejudice the Debtors, their creditors, or their estates, and does not merit the 

sanction that FMCC seeks for the Court to impose upon MHB. See Am. Int’l Refinery, 676 F.3d at 

466 (holding that disclosures were unintentional even though they did not occur until two years after 

the bankruptcy cases started). 

FMCC instead seeks to convince this Court, despite Fifth Circuit law to the contrary, that it 

should consider certain factors regarding the payment of a retainer by an insider adopted by 

bankruptcy courts outside of the Fifth Circuit. Regardless, MHB shows that it informed the 

principals that it could only represent the Debtors, that the principals would need to get separate 

counsel, that MHB’s loyalties would lie with the Debtors, that MHB disclosed its engagement and 

compensation with the Court on August 24, 2018 when it filed its Employment Motion and 

Compensation Disclosure, and that there is not any actual conflict of interest between MHB’s 

representation of the Debtors and receipt of the retainer from its principals. The principals have 

retained counsel of their own. Their individual counsel have made appearances in these bankruptcy 

cases, and on information and belief spoken with counsel for FMCC prior to FMCC’s filing of its 

objection to MHB’s Employment Motion. Therefore, even using FMCC’s requested test, MHB 

meets its requirements and proves that it does not represent or hold an interest adverse to the estate 
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on account of MHB’s receipt of its retainer from the Debtors’ principals. 

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, MULLIN HOARD & BROWN, L.L.P. prays 

for an order granting MHB’s Employment Motion, authorizing MHB to be hired as a professional of 

the estate from August 1, 2018 through August 21, 2018, authorizing MHB to prepare and file with 

the Court a final application for the payment of legal fees and expenses incurred in MHB’s 

representation of the Debtors, and for such other and further relief the Court deems just and 

appropriate under the circumstances. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

MULLIN HOARD & BROWN, L.L.P. 

P.O. Box 2585 

Lubbock, Texas 79408-2585 

Telephone: (806) 765-7491 

Facsimile: (806) 765-0553 

 

/s/ David R. Langston__________________ 

David R. Langston, SBN: 11923800 

Brad W. Odell, SBN:  24065839 

Former Counsel for Debtors, Reagor-Dykes 

Motors, LP; Reagor-Dykes Imports, LP; 

Reagor-Dykes Amarillo, LP; Reagor-Dykes 

Auto Company, LP; Reagor-Dykes 

 Plainview, LP; Reagor-Dykes Floydada, LP 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion was served on the following 

parties in interest via Email and/or ECF on this 2nd
th

 day of October 2018: 

 

1. Reagor Dykes Auto Group 

1215 Ave. J  

Lubbock, Texas 79401 

 

2. U.S. Trustee’s Office 

 Attn: Stephen McKitt 

1100 Commerce St., Room 9C60 

Dallas, Texas 75242 

Email: Stephen.McKitt@usdoj.gov 

 

3. Mr. Bart Reagor 

 Managing Member of the Debtors and non-debtors 

 General Partners 

1215 Ave. J  

Lubbock, Texas 79401 

Email: breagor@aol.com 

 

4. Mr. Rick Dykes 

 Managing Member of the Debtors and non-debtors 

 General Partners 

1215 Ave. J  

Lubbock, Texas 79401 

Email: dykesrick@yahoo.com 

 

5. Louis Phillips 

 Kelly Hart & Pitre 

 301 Main Street, Suite 1600 

 Baton Rouge, LA 70801 

 Email: Louis.Phillips@kellyhart.com 

 

6. Tom Kirkendall 

 Law Offices of Tom Kirkendall 

 2 Violetta Ct. 

 The Woodlands, TX 77381 

 Email: bigkirk@kir.com 
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7. Bob Schleizer 

 BlackBriar Advisors LLC 

 3131 McKinney Ave., #600 

 Dallas, TX 75204 

 Email: bschleizer@blackbriaradvisors.com 

 

8. Marcus Helt 

 Foley & Lardner, LLP 

 2021 McKinney Ave., Suite 1600 

 Dallas, TX 75201 

 Email: mhelt@foley.com 

 
 9. Keith Langley and Brandon Bains 

  Langley LLP 

  1301 Solana Blvd. 

  Bldg. 1, Suite 1545   

   Westlake, Tx. 76262 

 Email: klangley@l-llp.com 

 Email:bbains@l-llp.com 

 

 10. Donald Cram and Duane M. Geck 

  Severson & Werson 

  One Embarcadero Center, Suite 2600 

  San Francisco, CA 94111 

 Email: dmg@severson.com 

 Email: dhc@severson.com 

  

11. All parties receiving notice via ECF in this case. 

 

  

 

 

/s/ David R. Langston_________ 

    David R. Langston 
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